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countries in the world. In particular, for South Korea, although its past and 
present are deeply entwined with North Korea, physical access to the country is 
strictly denied. This study focuses on how contemporary South Korean artists 

  
(2014), a video centered on a reconstruction of  an uninhabited North Korean 

Sets (2000), 

Based on the unique relationship between the two Koreas, the paper argues that 
contemporary South Korean art embodies the elusive reality of  North Korea   

ambiguous representation of  North Korea is a compelling reminder of  the long 
history of  national division and the psychological and physical distance between 
the two Koreas. This de-bordering expands the epistemological frame through 
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Introduction   

(Figs. 1–2). The camera moves through the buildings, while evanescent light and shadow 
buildings, their shadows, 

and the ground become entangled, accentuating the emptiness of  the space. This eerie 

 ( 1 The village is a reconstruction of  Kijong-dong, 
a North Korean propaganda village, which the North established in 1953 to project an image 

2 However, 

actual village. 

analyzes the visual representation of  North Korea in South Korean art and how it presents 
the elusive reality of  North Korea and its unstable relationship with the South and the rest 
of  the world.  

derived from the Latin word limen, meaning threshold. The ethnologist Arnold van Gennep 
, and the anthropologist Victor 

Turner further elaborated on it in the 1960s.3 Van Gennep analyzed rituals and rites of  passage 
such as the transition from childhood to adulthood and from woman to mother in terms 

1 Kwon Hayoun, 2014, 
2 

Peninsula near the 38th parallel and dividing the peninsula in half. This buffer zone between North and South 
Korea was established under the Korean Armistice Agreement of  1953. The agreement allowed both Koreas 

ng-dong in the southern portion 

 (
, 2022), 23. 

3 Victor Turner, 
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of  a three-fold pattern of  separation, liminality, and incorporation.4 Turner expanded the 
concept of  liminality to encompass physical beings, places, and times and liminal states that 
accompany any change from one state to another. Due to the geographical and sociocultural 
connotations of  marginality and margins, the concept has been adapted and applied by 
researchers across disciplines.5  Beyond the realm of  anthropology, liminality has been widely 

studies to neurobiology and behavioral studies, to literary, media, and performance studies.6 
In a similar vein, I adopt this concept to discuss the in-between threshold space of  Korea in 
contemporary visual art. 

 is a clear example of  liminality, 

disorienting experience it provides in terms of  the imagined de-bordered space.  Liminality 
provides an opportunity to reconsider and reimagine the positionality of  the North. Focusing 

imaginary de-bordered space. It argues that the ambiguity of  the space betrays the expected 
capacity of  the media to convey the reality of  the referent, embodies the unstable inter-
Korean relationship, and destabilizes the status quo. 

Under the changed international geopolitical order and inter-Korea relationships  since 

the democratization of  South Korea, and the Sunshine policy adopted by President Kim 
Dae-jung (1998–2003), North Korea has gained increased visibility in contemporary visual 
arts. As I will discuss in this paper, these include cases from photographs documenting 
everyday life and government-organized, spectacular propaganda events in the country to 
the appropriation of  the imagery of  North Korea in contemporary art. In a similar vein, 
publications, academic conferences, and exhibitions have led to increased discussions about 
the country, which include the arts of  North Korea produced under the dictatorial regime 
and the intertwined history of  the two Koreas.

The important point about the expanded presence of  the North in contemporary art is 

rather than accentuating the otherness of  the hermit 

view of  the country behind the curtain, despite often displaying stereotyped perceptions and 
Orientalist perspectives. However, the imagery provides a glimpse of  North Korea, albeit a 
somewhat fragmentary collection of  observations. The question is thus what the reality of  

4 Arnold van Gennep,  (London: Routledge, 2004).
5 

 34, no. 1-2 (2011): 1-4. https://doi:10.1080/23323256.2011.11500002
6 Graham St John, ed. Berghahn 

2. 

 (London: 
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North Korea actually is and how visual representations can mediate it beyond the dichotomy 
of  inside and outside, open and closed, and self  and other.

Although the unique position of  North Korea—one of  the most inaccessible countries 
in the world—complicates the production and circulation of  visual imagery of  the country, 

 of  how to access and portray the North 
and interpret the images. David Shim provides an in-depth discussion of  the imagery of  
North Korea.8 He considers the photographic depictions of  the country in the context of  

in framing reality and affects the formulation and implementation of  policy in international 
political discourse. Analyzing everyday photography and satellite imagery of  North Korea, 
he challenges the assumption that images provide authentic insights into and proof  of  

mediated visions, which pertain to relationships of  power and involve ethical and political 
dimensions, resulting in a portrayal of  North Korea as strange, deviant, and other. This paper 

onto them. 
Just as this paper focuses on the transition that began in the late 1990s, Benjamin 

began to be portrayed positively. While the portrayal of  the characters largely depended 
on old clichés—regional accent and dialect, pre-capitalist naivety and honesty, poverty, and 

 cinema still provided a site for negotiating North/South oppositions.9 Suggesting the 

Expanding the discussion of  the representation of  North Korea, this study examines 

space. The 2015 exhibition 
 showcased how North Korea is represented in 

consists of  propaganda that sustains the authoritarian state, the latter incorporates personal 
interpretations and offers an alternative view of  the reclusive society.10

8 David Shim,  (London: Routledge, 2014). 
9 De-

10 . Drents 

 (Groningen: Aurora Borealis, 2015).
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capitalist versus communist, free versus controlled, and attainable versus inaccessible—and 

In this sense, offers a nuanced approach to the representation of  North Korea 
in visual arts.11 She states that contemporary South Korean art has increasingly addressed 

of  national division, something that is embedded in the psychology and the geography of  the 

North from the perspective of  an outsider and their communications with North Korean 

of  the North in South Korean art.

Korean relations. 

recurring motifs, styles, and their connection to the reality of  North Korea. Lastly, I will 
analyze how South Korean artists portray the North and how they have created a liminal 

state of  confrontation, others integrate 
defying a 

ideological differences, this article argues that such artists expand 

Increased Visibility of  North Korea in the Visual Sphere

In the 1990s, changes in and around Korea—the reorganization of  the international geopolitical 
order, changes in the political system of  South Korea, and technological innovations in image 
production and circulation—resulted in the development of  imagery in visual sphere and 
shaped perceptions of  North Korea. The development of  the Internet accelerated the spread 
of  images and news and demonstrated the ability to radically affect national conceptions. 
Such developments as commercial remote sensing and digital photography combined with 

consumption of  the imagery 

11 
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of  the North across the globe. Such images as those of  North Koreans mourning the death 
of  Kim Il-sung, the founder of  the DPRK, in 1994 laid bare the personality cult in the 

missile programs and graphically illustrated the economic and humanitarian crises in the 

food/
million deaths, is best remembered through photographs of  starving children. Speculation 

12

Another factor that shaped the representation of  North Korea was the end of  the 

transitioning to a new era of  neo-liberalism.13

14

still a lived reality. It can be seen in issues of  national society and separated families, as well 
as in relation to individual identity. Occasional military 
missile tests by the North, and the presence of  US troops in South Korea can all be viewed 
from the perspective of  the duration of  the Korean War. 

 and many other countries, 
15 As Paul 

Edwards asserts, for political, social, psychological, and emotional reasons, a long silence 
about the war lasted after the armistice was signed in 1953, and it became overshadowed by 
the Second World War and the Vietnam War.16 
out, the history of  US involvement in Korea began around the end of  the Second World 
War. Subsequently, the United States was directly involved in national division, the massive 
bombing campaign against North Korea during the Korean War, and the deployment of  
nuclear weapons in the South in 1958. However, as Edward argues, beyond being forgotten, 

 and 
Americans have long been ignorant of  this history.18 

12 Shim, 
13 Third World Quarterly 22, no. 2 (Dec 2011): 

14 The Other Cold War
15 

16 Edwards, , 15–16. 
 Ibid. 

18 https://www.
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19 
From the 1990s, 

instead of  the Soviet Union in 2002.20 Since then, the North has been treated in an ahistorical 
and one-sided fashion,21 and Western media has stigmatized and ridiculed the North.22

Looking Inside North Korea:
The Nation of  Dictators and Its Innocent People 

photograph the Arirang Festival ( , Arirang ch
Stadium (  5  1
festival that began in 2002. In a seemingly objective manner, the photographs depict the 
spectacle of  mass games, a form of  performance art or gymnastics, in which more than 
50,000 performers participate in a highly regimented performance of  propaganda art. The 
patterns and images in vivid colors represent the ideals of  the country—the Great Leader 

In Fig 4, Pyongyang II Diptych 
 captures the images of  doves and 

guns, symbols of  peace and the military power that maintains it. The documentary style 
 are, however, 

meticulous constructions. 
some of  whose dimensions are over 100 x 80 inches—convey a highly mediated reality. The 
photographer 

them in a single frame.23

of  the picture plane is highlighted. The hyperrealism of  the photographs defamiliarizes the 

19 Ibid.
20 

21 
22 Kim, 4. 
23 
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over the individual. By documenting the façade that the country presents to the world, the 

distance compared to the rest of  the world. 

repression of  individual freedom—another recurring motif  is images of  the everyday lives 

and 24

25 In this way, snapshots of  North Korea are 
depicted as a depoliticized representation that conveys the pure and unmediated reality of  
the country.  

The photographic series  is based on the four trips photographer 

concealed, and confusing countries.26

schools and the streets of  Pyongyang, his photographs capture ordinary scenes. Due to the 

  
(2015), from , which 

 ( , ), has no 
focal point. It depicts a group of  people randomly dispersed on the left side of  the image, 

The camera is located far enough away to offset the size of  
the Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il statues, which are located off-center, and to create a large 

of  focusing on the monuments. Other images such as Fig 6, Schoolchildren’s Palace (2015), 
from 
Koreans unaware that they are being photographed. These images give the impression that 
the outsider—the photographer and the viewer—is intruding on a moment that is not meant 
to be seen.  

24 The Atlantic (January 2, 2013), https://www.theatlantic.com/

 (October 6, 2021), https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2021/

CNN Photos (September 13, 2016), https://www.cnn.com/

25 
26 De Keyzer, 

 Snapshot Photography, 
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of  violent dictatorship—the statues and images of  the Kims, propaganda monuments, and 
military and political slogans—to imply the politicized nature of  daily life in North Korea. 

controlled and their images censored, but how they still managed to expose the reality of  
the North to the outside world, as suggested by the titles of  the articles that accompany 
the photographs.28

authoritative portrayals of  life in the country. However, it is entirely questionable how much 
such foreign photographers, with little information about the places they were visiting and 

North Korean guides. 29

30   which 
seems contradictory to the unique perspective he claims his photographs provide. When 
images such as these purport to present a glimpse of  the country, what becomes evident is 
the impenetrability 
and the mediated nature of  images of  North Korea. 

North Korea as a Liminal Space: 
The Threshold That Can(not) Be Crossed

country. However, there are also South Korean artists who do not have access to the North 

Korean artists may have no direct memories of  the Korean War, but they live with the reality 
of  an unstable inter-Korean relationship. This instability reveals itself  in their representations 
of  the other Korea and a reimagining of  the relationship with the North. 

somewhat reduced. As such, the authoritarian regimes, which had been a feature of  the 
political system of  South Korea, began to lose their relevance in the new international 
system, with important consequences for the democratization of  Korea.31 In this context, 

28 , September 
Philippe 

Public Delivery, October 19, 2021, https://

, October 6, 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/gallery/2021/oct/06/

29 Shim, 
30 De Keyzer,  
31 
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Sunshine Policy toward the North and sought to build a cooperative relationship between 
the two Koreas.32

and providing humanitarian support for North Korea, culminated in an inter-Korean summit 
with the North Korean leader, Kim, Jong-il, in Pyongyang in 2000.33

adopted the Peace and Prosperity Policy. This culminated in a second meeting with Kim 

As part of  the more conciliatory approach to the North, cultural exchanges between 

34 In the context of  a more liberal social climate 
and improving inter-Korea relations, contemporary artistic practices began to incorporate 
the increased presence of  North Korea in South Korean society. To celebrate the start of  

Kumgang as Seen through 300 Years  ( :  300  

reimagined boundary of  the nation, which was enabled by expanded communication with 
the North.35  The exhibitions  ( , 

 
( -
an immediate response to the Sunshine Policy. These exhibitions were unprecedented in 

32 Asian 

33 

, a cruise ship, was 
on November 18, 1998, but bus tours replaced this in 2003. According to the Korean Statistical Information 

Information Service, 

34 ,  8, 
no.1 (2002): 43. 

35 
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Korean contemporary art as they involved a reassessment of  Korean history and the reality 
of  national division from a variety of  perspectives. 

In the years since, the visual arts have continued to address the issues of  national division 

topic of  national division.36 For instance, one contemporary art project, the , 

of  art since 2012. In 2015, the NK Project (

1945. The exhibition included depictions of  the North by both South Korean artists and 
international photographers. However, it also showcased art from North Korea, including 
postage stamps, propaganda posters, and oil paintings, to provide a multivalent narrative 
and to promote a new understanding of  the North.  Similarly, the 2018 Gwangju Biennial 

North 
 ( : 

North Korean artists, and embraced the once taboo subject of  North Korea in Korean art. 
The short-lived thawing of  inter-Korean relations allowed a small number of  artists 

from the South to travel to North Korea. However, apart from this, the North has been 

the photographer Kim Atta (Kim At a) s series from the On-Air Project (2004) captured 

and human and animal activities vanished over this long exposure, and the hazy landscape 
38 In his 

multi-media project Mansudae Master Class (
 portrayed large monuments, statues, and 

 

North Korean art.39 
It is still possible to see the lingering presence of  the Korean War in how South Korean 

36 , 206. 
 NK Project and Imaginative Engagement 

38 Lyle Rexer, 
39 

 for international commissions in Africa and other developing countries. To see more information about 
Mansudae Master Class, 2015, 

php 
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constrained by the psychological border of  the South and project the inaccessibility of  
the North. While Mansudae Master Class

in its imaginary interventions into the political past and future of  the country,  
(

counterpart of  Peace Village in the North.40 Although political and artistic freedom has been 
increased in post-1990s South Korea, the threshold separating the South from the North, 
the democratic from the dictatorial, and the self  from the other seems to be hard to cross. 

imagination with history, facts, and documentation to visualize the North beyond the border 
in their representations of  North Korea. They present ambiguity to embody the elusive 
reality of  North Korea and enable the experience of  an in-between liminal space in which the 
national division is temporarily suspended. Kwon created  while she was waiting 

had already achieved what she intended to say with the models, and the reality of  the village 
was no longer important.41 

Not surprisingly, the reconstructed village bears little resemblance to the actual village. 

  that exists in the Peace Village. 

typical imagery associated with the DPRK. Instead, the plastic buildings suggest almost no 
connection to Kijong-dong or North Korea. 

On a surface level, the emptiness of  the space invites the viewer to see it as a ghost 
village. Although the North Korean government maintains that the village accommodates 

schools, and a hospital,42 the US and South Korea claim that the village is merely an illusion 
of  prosperity. According to their intelligence, no residents have been seen in the streets; most 

40 https://moonandjeon.com/
Freedom-Village. 

41  
42
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are routinely turned on and off  to give the illusion of  activity.43  
represents the village as an empty shell, the opposite of  the utopian vista that the North 
wishes to present to the outside world. 

At the same time, the village, which is visible but unreachable, holds a broader meaning. 

anchored in any time or space. As a metaphor for the DPRK, which is often portrayed 

world. Despite being viewed from different angles and distances, the village frustrates the 
scrutinizing gaze of  the camera, which resembles that of  photographers trying to attain and 

present stereotypes and her construction of  ambiguity aptly illustrates the elusive nature of  

DPRK; the constructed nature of  the country is the only available truth. 
 represents one intriguing way contemporary South Korean artists portray 

the other Korea. Kwon transcends the physical constraints of  the border and provides a 
de-bordering experience in her portrayal of  Kijong-dong. In this liminal space, the North is 
seen from a distance. The cold atmosphere of  the space accentuates its unfamiliarity. The 

fantasy and projection.44

the North or the perceived reality of  North Korea,  effectively illustrates the 
psychological and physical distance between South and North Korea after more than seventy 
years of  separation.   

or spatial act of  transitioning from one spatial or symbolic situation to another, from the 
South to the North.45 With the unstable inter-Korean relationship, which is demonstrated 
with the rapid deterioration after the inauguration of  conservative governments in South 
Korea, frustrating visual access to the North, Kwon crosses both the psychological and 
physical border that splits Korea. The sense of  disorientation that the moving camera creates 
embodies the nature of  border-crossing and liminal space, in which the limits and borders of  
cultural and social identity dissolve.46   Furthermore, as Thomassen has noted, liminality can be 
used as a means of  deconstructing traditionally conceived spatial and conceptual categories, 

43 David Wharton, 
Los Angeles Times https://www.latimes.com/sports/olympics/la-sp-olympics-

. 
44 
45 
46 Ibid.
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boundaries, and/or structural limits.  The North Korea that Kwon has constructed is an 

reimagination of  the national border itself. 

of  North Korea is Sets (  Set
which was shown in several exhibitions, including  ( -

Art, Korea between October 25, 2019 and February 23, 2020.48 This consists of  a series 

Pyongyang Film Studio recreation of  the streets of  early-to-mid-20th century Seoul from 

 (2000), 

simulated streets built by the South Korean army for military exercises.49 The photographs in 
50 With 

the series of  photographs, Sets juxtaposes the persistence of  political confrontation and the 
proximity of  the two Koreas to accentuate the unique status of  Korea at the end of  the 
twentieth century (Figs. 9–11).  

It is important to note that Sets appeared at a unique moment in the history of  
contemporary Korea. This was a time when the Sunshine Policy was in full swing. As such, 
Im was able to travel to Pyongyang. In addition,  assumed a non-antagonistic 
relationship between South and North Korean soldiers and attracted almost 6 million viewers. 

War division. 

and imagination of  South Korea seen from a North Korean perspective. Additionally, with 
traditional houses, department stores, restaurants, and movie theaters that carry signs from 

is out of  joint. It suggests the status of  Korea after the long history of  national division and 
the distance between the two, possibly demonstrating the impossibility of  actual contact 
between the two in the present. In a similar vein, the virtual border-crossing of  ordinary 

 Bjørn Thomassen,  (Farnham: Ashgate, 2014), 216. 
48 The full title of  the exhibition is  

 2019: - im). 
49 

50 
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the war in the peninsula. 
Just as is a construction, so too is the fabricated nature of  Sets apparent 

In addition, as the slide show continues, individual slides appear and disappear, each one 

becoming immersed in the photographs and disorienting them, reminding them that they are 

previous generation of  artists. North Korea was a taboo subject in South Korean art, and 
its popular representation was demonized in post-war South Korea.51 However, Minjung art 

1980s as a response to the then military government, sought to address contentious issues of  
Minjung 

artists rejected the notion of  high culture and the new popular culture that emerged from 
Japan and the West (especially the US), the colonial and post-colonial agents behind the 
modernization of  Korea,52 as they did not serve the interests of  ordinary people. Instead, 
they claimed the resumption of  the popular traditions before modernization transformed 

53 They also challenged abstract painting and sculpture of  the 

54 
In Minjung

before Western culture polluted the country. Based on dichotomies of  Korean vs foreign, 
minjung vs elite, and substance vs. aesthetic,55

51 The Asia-

52 
 84 (2009): 81-84. 

53 
54 

and Interaction
Phaidon, 2020), 99-101. 

55  
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56 Some Minjung artists went so far 
as to embrace the Juche (self-reliance) ideology. In this way, the movement challendged the 
stereotypical perception of  North Korea as the evil headed enemy and the US as South 

 
Minjung artists who expressed nostalgia for the North in 

Monaegi (  Rice planting), he portrays farmers ploughing 

Behind the farmers, Sin portrays the result of  the expulsion of  these foreign forces, namely 
58 

This de-bordered Korea is imagined as the Peach Blossom Spring , a metaphor for a utopian 

59  (  T ong il 

bright colors and simple lines. 
Improved inter-Korean relations in the early 2000s enabled South Koreans to have 

distant from yet with a special relationship to the South.60 While the liminal, non-space of  

it also provides a temporary de-bordering experience that transcends the physical restraint of  
national division and changing the inter-Korean relationship. 

Conclusion

an 

the experience of  the other Korea. The tragic reality of  living next to an inaccessible other 
has been a constant theme in contemporary Korean art. It has been particularly visible in 

56 , 193. 

58 
 54 (2020): 259–60. 

59 
Peach Blossom Spring.  

60
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contemporary art since the 1990s. 

representations is especially potent in the DPRK. Due to its limited interactions with the 

hand, embracing the inaccessibility of  the North, South Korean artists have brought the 
ambiguous reality of  the North to the fore. In doing so, they have composed a threshold 
space that demonstrates their frustrated attempts to cross the border and the complicated 
identity of  the DPRK.  

psychologically—of  the other Korea in their representations of  the country. Their de-
bordering, which results in the formation of  a liminal space, represents another reality of  
North Korea and provides another way of  perceiving the country beyond the border imposed 
with the armistice agreement in 1953. 
histories and realities of  the two Koreas and thereby contribute to a more diverse visual 
discourse on the North.
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Figure 1. Kwon Hayoun, , 2014, HD Video 

Figure 2. Kwon Hayoun, , 2014, HD Video 
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, 2014, HD Video 

Figure 8. Kwon Hayoun, , 2014, HD Video 
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Sets, 2000

Sets, 2000
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Sets, 2000

Artworks 

. 2006. Photography. https://philippechancel.com/DPRK 
. 2013-ongoing. 

 
, Photography. 

Pyongyang. 

Kim, Atta (Kim At a) . 2004. , Photography. https://www.icp.

. 2014.  Model Pilliji 
video.  

, 

.  

. 2000.  [Sets]. Photography. 
. Monaegi http://www.
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